From

the

bottom

of

my

heart

I

feel

grateful

to

...

• students of IIT Kanpur for their appreciation of my teaching. It is always a privilege
for me to teach my favorite topic (data structures and algorithms) to the best students
of my country. With their encouragement, I hope to become a good teacher someday.
• my colleagues at IIT Kanpur for their encouragement, tolerance, helpfulness, and
largeheartedness. I truly admire the democratic and transparent culture of my department that gives full freedom for personal as well as professional growth. Every
faculty meeting makes me realize that there is so much to learn from the wisdom of
my colleagues. My stay at IITK would not have been so congenial without the help
and support of my colleagues.
• my teachers at IIT Delhi who introduced me to the beautiful world of theoretical
computer science.
• my PhD supervisor for his guidance and help at every front of my life.
• Max Planck Institute of Computer Science for giving me wonderful years of research
in algorithms after my PhD.
• my research collaborators, not only for a perfect team work and the results we got
together, but also for their brilliance, modesty, and passion for research.
• my friends and parents for their love and support and having faith in my abilities even
when I was in doubt.
• my soul-mate Deep Shikha for her love, dedication, and support. Without her, I can
not imagine my life.
• so many people who directly or indirectly helped me on countless occasions when I
was in need.
I am unable to find a reason for all these beautiful gifts that I have received from the world.
I also realize that I have not done anything special that could make me more deserving than
those who are unfortunately not getting all this. I really wonder at this amazing fact of my
life.
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